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2016 is nearly over and we have much to be thankful for!  I have over 35 
years helping people solve health problems, the last 25 as a doctor of chi-
ropractic.   Previously with hypnosis, but Nichole has assumed that function 
as a professional mental health counselor.  
          Over the years my practice has evolved  beyond fixing back pain with 

chiropractic. I was recently asked, “What do you do?”  Had to think on that! 

Have you ever met someone who is able to detect your deepest problem, the root cause, 
stress or damage, even if you may have had it for years, and other doctors haven’t 
helped?   That’s what I do.    
          A few examples: Toxic reactions to hidden food sensitivities, mold, chemicals like  
pesticides, formaldehyde, plastics, food dyes/colors, heavy metals i.e. lead, mercury, alumi-
num, hormonal imbalances, past traumas (physical, or emotional),  etc.   That is what I do. 
Find ‘em & fix ‘em. 
          How?? Quite successfully.    Check out what our patients have said.  
One or two in each newsletter. Or www.naturalhealthohio.com   For a more extensive list, 
and the newsletter archives.   

Thank you to our patients for allowing us to help...Perhaps we can help you too!   
Wishing Everyone a Happy Holiday Season! 
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Fremont Office 

All other times on-call 
2150 Hayes Avenue 

Fremont, Ohio  43420 
Phone:  419-332-7666 

Email:  drlhn@woodville.net 
www.naturalhealthohio.com 

For a FREE consult call 419 849-2414, or 419 332-7666, text or email. 
I want to remind you of our  

Immune Response Conditioning with Laser Technology to reduce  
and even eliminate allergy sensitivities.  

We are offering a FREE evaluation to see if you are a candidate.  
Check our testimonial page  for many satisfied comments .    

http://woodvillechiropractic.com/testimonials/ 

From Our Patients 

I’ve been a patient of Dr. Nitschke’s for quite some time now, I think over 7 
years.  I have always come to him for adjustments and energy work.  He has 
always been SPOT ON with my diagnosis.  Finding my dairy allergy, dust 
mite sensitivity and now the latest… 
In July I started having food poisoning episodes (or what felt like food poison-
ing).  They seemed to happen once every 2 weeks or so and went on from July 
through October.  I didn’t think much of it since I have had food poisoning so 
many times in the past.  On one of my visits I asked Dr. Lon to check my 
Gallbladder because I thought maybe that was the culprit.  He tested me and 
said no it’s strong so we did further testing and found out that I’m extremely reactive to peanut oil!  I would 
have NEVER guessed that nor found that out on my own.  Going back to this Summer, I realized that the girls 
and I would treat ourselves to Chick-fil-A approximately every 2 weeks.  Guess what Chick-fil-A fries their 
food in?  Yep, peanut oil!  If I would have gone to my conventional doc. I’m afraid they would have suggested 
removing my gallbladder (which is functioning fine, thank you) and I never would have gotten to the root issue 
of being sensitive to peanut oil. 
I can’t thank Dr. Lon enough for always digging deeper to the root cause of my problems and I have 
finally learned my lesson to STAY AWAY from ALL fast food and bad cooking oil. 
My daughter’s also go to Dr. Lon for energy work and frequent adjustments.  My oldest plays very competitive 
tennis (6-8 hrs. a day in the Summer with tournaments most every weekend) and she thrives on having him 
put her back in alignment regularly! 
Thanks so much for all you do!  … Sarah Arquette 

BEFORE:  “I just didn’t feel well. I felt sluggish, bloated, my mind was foggy, and my digestive tract was not 
working normally.” 
NOW:  “Since starting this wellness regimen and treatment, improvement has been steady for all  
areas. Implementing a diet that is specific to my needs has had a dramatic physical effect. Going 
through the emotional releases has helped greatly with handling stress. I am truly happy I found this form of 

chiropractic and total wellness care.” … Margie  

Woodville Office 
Tuesday & Thursday Afternoons— 
Some Sat. mornings.  Please call 

ahead, Drop-ins ok when I’m there. 
421 West Main Street 

Woodville, Ohio  43469 
Phone:  419-849-2414 

Email:  drlhn@woodville.net 
www.woodvillechiropractic.com  
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Enjoy the benefits of chiropractic – the largest natural, 
drug-free, surgery-free, expressive healthcare system in 
the world.  
 
More and more families are discovering that periodic chi-
ropractic checkups and adjustments promote health and 
healing without drugs and dangerous medical treatments. 
 
More and more people are turning away from symptom 
treatment and choosing natural ways of achieving and 

maintaining health. 
 
Tired of taking drugs and the medical runaround? Welcome to the world of chiropractic – dis-
cover how natural health can be. 
 
Individuality is the aim of political liberty. – James Fenimore Cooper 
 

Go for a walk and live longer 
 

Dr. Sanjay Sharma, professor at St George's University Hospitals in Lon-
don, discussing his research findings at the European Society of Cardiology (ESC) 
Congress, stated that regular exercise, just 25 minutes of daily brisk walking, could 
add 7 years to your life. A group of 69 healthy non-smokers, aged between 30 and 
60, who were not regular exercisers were tested as part of a university study. 
 
Blood tests taken during six months of regular aerobic exercise, high-intensity interval training and 
strength training showed that an anti-aging process had been triggered and helped repair old DNA. 
 
“Exercise buys you three to seven additional years of life. It is an antidepressant, it improves cogni-
tive function and there is now evidence that it may retard the onset of dementia,” said Sanjay Shar-
ma. 
 
They said that by measuring the increase of telomerase activity and decrease of senescence marker 
p16 (both markers of cellular aging in the blood) over a six-month period, doctors were able to show 
that regular exercise had triggered the anti-aging process. (11) 
 

Traditional eating – soak up the sun 
It may not be eaten with a knife and fork but it’s one of the most nutritious things your body needs – 
sunlight – and that’s especially true during these winter days of darkness. 
The most powerful cancer fighter ever discovered is naturally occurring vitamin D. (12)  

Vitamin D lowers the risk of all cancers by 77%! (6). Vitamin D also fights inflammation and that can 
mean: 

Enhanced mood  
Stronger immune system  
Prevention of bone and muscle weakness  
Lower risk of heart disease and diabetes  
Improved arthritis, pain and inflammation  
Prevention of Parkinson’s disease and multiple sclerosis  

 
The easiest, safest and cheapest way (it’s free) to get Vitamin D is to increase the amount of vitamin 
D your body produces from sunlight. Make sure you get out and take a “constitutional” when the sun 
is highest in the sky (mid day). You may also take vitamin D as a supplement too. Ask us about it. 
 



 
Did you know? 
 

o Your eyes process more than 120 million bits of information every second. 

o Vision uses 1/3 of all your brainpower. 

o About ¼ of the body’s bones are in the feet – that’s 52 out of more than 

200. 

 You use 72 different muscles every time you talk. (1)  
 

 

Gratitude: some mental hygiene 
 
A grateful mind is a great mind which eventually attracts to itself great 
things.  
– Plato 

 
Our minds often need a break from our thoughts. We seem to be programmed to complain, worry, 
criticize and doubt. These thoughts do serve a purpose – making us aware of danger and preventing 
mistakes. But this defense can get out of hand and dominate our thoughts, weigh us down and 
make us miserable. Life can lose its luster as we get caught in our own minds. 
 
Plato’s observation above is an excellent mental exercise to balance our thoughts and enhance per-
sonal peace and contentment. Research reveals that people who feel grateful have higher levels of 
well-being and are happier, less depressed, less stressed and more satisfied with their lives. 
 
Expressing gratitude also leads to enthusiasm and inspiration, because it promotes the savoring of 
positive experiences, no matter what the present circumstances are in life. 

 
But why wait for gratitude to hit us? We can deliberately culti-
vate gratitude, and increase our well-being and happiness right 
now. How? It’s easy. 
 
Start by writing three or four things you are currently grateful 
for. Don’t have pen, paper or screen to write on? Reflect on the 
little things as well as the big things in your life that are going 
well:  
 

o Things that went well today or yesterday 

o Goals you have achieved 
o Things you like about yourself 

o What you like about where you live 

o People who have touched your life in a good way: teachers, mentors, friends 

o Even your dog or cat 

o And your wonderful caring chiropractor (we had to add that)  

 
Do it once a day, a few times a week or once a week or any time. Here’s a key for success: write 
with a friend. Ancient wisdom has shown us that learning with a study-partner improves our success 
in any endeavor.  



 

Stay healthy: don’t get a flu shot 
  
We are approaching flu shot season again. Drug companies spend millions advertising the not only 
useless but dangerous flu shot that causes brain and nervous system damage.  
 
Not many people know this, the media doesn’t report it, but the U.S. government records vaccine 
injuries and deaths and the flu vaccine has been linked to both. Government records show the flu 
vaccine kills and damages more people than all the other vaccines combined. The mercury in the 
shot has been linked to Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, MS and autism. (2) 
 
There is no proof that pregnant women, children, babies or adults (especially asthmatics) get any 
benefit from it. Send this information to those you care about. 
 

The flu shot: useless and dangerous 
 
J. Anthony Morris, Ph.D. former Chief Vaccine Control Officer, US Food and Drug Administration 
and flu vaccine expert: 
  

There is no evidence that any influenza vaccine thus far developed is effective in preventing 
or mitigating any attack of influenza. The producers of these vaccines know that they are 
worthless, but they go on selling them anyway. (3)  

 

Colds and flu prevent cancer 
 
For thousands of years healers have viewed colds, flu, fevers and skin eruptions as some of the 
most powerful weapons your body has for cleansing, detoxification and self-healing. These symp-
toms are uncomfortable but provide natural benefits no drug or vaccine can give you. For example: 
 

Those with carcinomas of the stomach, colon, rectum, breast, and ovary … and controls (with 
no history of cancer) were interviewed. A history of common colds or influenza prior to the in-
terview was found to be associated with a decreased cancer risk. (4)  
 
Subjects who reported a history of infectious diseases (e.g., colds, flu) showed a 30% reduc-
tion in risk [of brain tumor]. (5)  

 
Do not suppress your fever or other symptoms with drugs that interfere with your healing; you may 
stay sick longer: 
 

Taking aspirin or Tylenol™ for the flu could prolong your illness by up to 3½   days. (6)  
 

Stay healthy this Fall with traditional foods 
 
Marrow to the rescue. If there is one ideal food for health 
and healing, it’s bone marrow – the key ingredient in soups and 
broths. 
 
Bone marrow seems to have the right stuff for healing and reju-
venation. Because it hides deep in our bones few people realize 
marrow is one of the largest organs in the human body … it is 

considered a primary lymphatic organ. [Bone marrow] performs hemopoiesis – the process by 
which stem cells generate the platelets, leukocytes, and erythrocytes needed for coagulation, 
immunity, and oxygen transport. (7)  

 



 Words of wisdom 
 

The medical profession is being bought by the pharmaceutical industry, 
not only in terms of practice of medicine, but also in terms of teaching and 
research. The academic institutions of this country are allowing them-
selves to be the paid agents of the pharmaceutical industry. I think it’s dis-
graceful.   
– Arnold Seymour Relman, MD, professor of Medicine at Harvard Univer-
sity and former Editor-in-Chief of the New England Medical Journal 

 

 
Researching Chiropractic  

 
Chiropractic clinical case histories have been a regular fea-
ture of our patient newsletter since its inception. There 
seems to be no limit to the health problems that respond to 
chiropractic care. How many people suffering, on drugs, 
facing a life of limitation could be helped by chiropractic 
care?  
 
Probably most of them. 
 
Female infertility. Two female patients, ages 28 and 37, 

each with a history of infertility came to their chiropractor for care. Both also had a history of motor 
vehicle accidents. 
Both patients had cervical (neck) subluxations that were corrected. They were then able to conceive 
and deliver naturally.  
 
The first patient’s menstrual cycle irregularity returned to normal after which she was able to con-
ceive. The second patient was able to conceive without the use of assisted reproductive treatments 
for the first time. (8) 
 
BPPV (vertigo). A 33-year-old pregnant woman suffered from Benign Par-
oxysmal Positional Vertigo (BPPV): a spinning sensation when she changed 
head position. She was prescribed medication, but refused to take it be-
cause she was nursing.  
 
She began care during her most severe BPPV episode. She was unable to 
drive herself to appointments. Spinal and cranial adjusting techniques were 
administered and within three visits the symptoms had diminished to the 
point that she was able to drive herself to her visits. By the 14th visit she re-
ported being symptom-free. (9) 
 
Asthma and headaches. A 15-year-old male presented with chief com-
plaints of asthma and headaches. The patient was under specific chiroprac-
tic care and analysis utilizing static radiology, videofluoroscopy, infrared ther-
mography and high frequency pulsating instrumentation. Symptoms of asth-
ma and headaches resolved following care. (10)  
 



Humor (and wisdom) 

I've learned. . .  
. . . that if you want to cheer yourself up, you should try cheering someone else up. Age 14 

. . . that although it's hard to admit it, I'm secretly glad my parents are strict with me. Age 15  

. . . that silent company is often more healing than words of advice. Age 24  

. . . that brushing my child's hair is one of life's great pleasures. Age 26  

. . . that wherever I go, the world's worst drivers have followed me there. Age 29  

. . . that if someone says something unkind about me, I must live so that no one will believe it.  

 Age 30  

. . . that there are people who love you dearly but just don't know how to show it. Age 42  

. . . that you can make someone's day by simply sending them a little note. Age 44  

. . . that the greater a person's sense of guilt, the greater his or her need to cast blame on others. 

 Age 46  

. . . that children and grandparents are natural allies. Age 47  

. . . that no matter what happens, or how bad it seems today, life does go on, and it will be better 

 tomorrow. Age 48  

. . . that singing "Amazing Grace" can lift my spirits for hours. Age 49  

. . . that motel mattresses are better on the side away from the phone. Age 50  

. . . that you can tell a lot about a man by the way he handles these three things: a rainy day, lost 

 luggage, and tangled Christmas tree lights. Age 52  

. . . that keeping a vegetable garden is worth a medicine cabinet full of pills. Age 53  

. . . that regardless of your relationship with your parents, you miss them terribly after they die. 

 Age 55  

. . . that making a living is not the same thing as making a life. Age 58  

. . . that if you want to do something positive for your children, work to improve your marriage.  

 Age 61  

. . . that life sometimes gives you a second chance. Age 62  

. . . that you shouldn't go through life with a catcher's mitt on both hands. You need to be able to 

 throw something back. Age 64  

. . . that if you pursue happiness, it will elude you. But if you focus on your family, the needs of  

 others, your work, meeting new people, and doing the very best you can, happiness will find 
 you. Age 65  

. . . that whenever I decide something with kindness, I usually make the right decision. Age 66  

. . . that everyone can use a prayer. Age 70  

. . . that it pays to believe in miracles and to tell the truth, I've seen several. Age 75  

. . . that even when I have pains, I don't have to be one. Age 82  

. . . that every day you should reach out and touch someone. People love that human touch,  

 holding hands, a warm hug, or just a friendly pat on the back. Age 85  

. . . that I still have a lot to learn. Age 92  

 



MORE HUMOR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Bye!!!  
 
Please write or stop by and give us your feedback. Are there any subjects you’d like to 
hear about? Anything you dislike? Feedback is always important to us. And, of course, if 
you’d like hard copies of this newsletter stop by the office and we’ll give you some for 
your friends and relatives. If they have email, have them write to us and we’ll add them 
to our subscriber list. 
Call 419-332-7666 for Saturdays.  
No set hours in Fremont, Call ahead for availability!  
I’m available most times...just call or text! 

 
For More Past Newslettrs and Testimonials check out our website at 
www.naturalhealthohio.com 
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